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Abstract 

The digital era very grows up with the increasing using of smartphone and many organization or companies 

was implemented of a system to support their business. That is who will increase the volume of usage and 

dissemination of data, neither through open nor closed internet networks. Because there is the need to process 

large data and how to get it from different store resource, so requirement strategy to process the data 

according to the rule of good, effective and efficient in activity  data cleansing until the data set can be use as 

mature and very useful information for their business purpose. By using the R languaged who can process 

large data and has data complexity for the data loaded from different storage resource can be done as well as. 

To using R languaged maximally, so we have to a basic skill that needed to process the data set which will be 

used to be data scient for organizations or companies by good data cleansing techniques. In this research on 

Data Cleansing Strategies on data set owned by organizations,will describe the correct step by step to 

obtaining data that very useful to be uses as data science for organization so by the data that generated after 

the data cleansing process is very meaningful and useful for making decisions, other than that this research 

give basic overview and guide to the beginner all data scientists by doing data cleansing in the way stages and 

also provides a way to analyze from the result of execution some functions used. 
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1. Introduction 

Today, our world filled by data, that is trigeering by increasingly used smarphone who massive 

and extended, in addition to utilizing system computerizing an organization or company (Wu et al., 

2013; Huerta and Jensen, 2017; Brayne 2017; Kowalczyk and Buxmann, 2014; Sivaparthipan et al., 

2020). However the data owned a organization   that store in computer not convince sufficient for 
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making the information that needed and beneficial by organization  when the data incomprehensive 

processable (Dietrich, 2015; Whyte et al., 2016). 

To be able processing data according properly, effectively and efficiently, that it requires the 

ability in terms of a specific programming language that is specifically dedicated to processing data 

or information from many sources in the organization or the internet to become a useful data 

scientist for organizations or businesses (Endel and Piringer, 2015; Faisal, 2016; ) 

The R language appears not only as a programming language in general, that it also has a myriad 

of specific capabilities for processing very large data. However, with the many advantages of the 

powerful R language, there are obstacles for beginners who will use the R language to process data 

sets for data cleansing (Kandel et al., 2011; Mailund, 2017; Patil and Hiremath, 2018). 

The purpose of this research about the strategy of data cleansing who will be data science for 

organizational is the first to provide an overview of the initial stages that must be carried out in the 

data cleansing process and the second, to provide examples of the application of various basic 

functions in the R language which is often used to process data sets. 

The usefulness of this research is to provide insight to prospective data scientists to pay attention 

the simple thing, but very important in the data cleansing process as well as provide a step-by-step 

guide that is composed of the basic stages that can be used as recommendations for someone that 

want using R Languaged to processing data sets, also provide examples of how to analyze the 

results of the implementation of the basic functions on R Languaged t used to process data. 

2. Research Method 

The method on this reasearch  to implementation of data cleansing process is literature study, 

literature books and translation of the output results from  the script program that executed by the R 

language, the next step is how to translate the output of the functions used in R programming so that 

the get  meaning, purpose, and benefits of a function used on data cleansing in the R language 

programming can be found. To complete the implementation of the proving program so that the 

output can be analyzed, it is necessary to support other methods that are used to support the 

implementation of data cleansing, including: 

 

a. Data Profiling : The first step in the data cleansing process is doing data profiling. Data profiling 

activities are activities of scientists to identify the patterns of data that exist in data sets and 

comparing the data that encountered with common data behaviors. By this profiling data 

activities, we will trace the entire data set to be cleansed. 

b. Utilizing str() function : The str() function is a function that provides information about 

structural from dataset that will be cleansed. This function will present the information each 

column of the dataset by a row format for each dataset. The syntax that used in the R 

Programming Language is str(object). 

c. Utilizing summary() function : The summary() function is a function that will be used to obtain 

information related to the structure of the dataset by providing a brief summary of the data so 

that will be used as a reference by a scientists to analyzing the contents of the dataset. Syntax the 

summary() function that used by the R language is Summary(object). 

d. Modify Data type : By using the str() and summary() functions, turns out that there is still a lot 

of hidden information, in order to get the comprehensive information from these functions, so it 
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is necessary to change the data type on the dataset, which is the original character data type, so 

we must change it  into a data type factor. To implemented this on the R language provides the 

function of turning characters into factors in the following way: 

 

data.pelanggan$Active<- as.factor(data.pelanggan$Active) 

 

e.  Applied bpa library : Aktivities on Profiling data using the summary() function with a change in 

data type is indeed quite useful for identifying numeric data type on dataset and obtaining the 

frequency distribution of factor values, but this function still has shortcomings if we use it to 

identify the correct of the text data pattern according to common practice, in order to gain 

information better, R languaged provide a function that carry on this problem. By 

Basic_pattern_analysis (bpa)function can  useful for analyzing text pattern on dataset according 

to prevalence. 

f. Utilizing  regex and grepl function : The technique data filtering using bpa function that  in 

combination with the symbol double equal operator (==) can only be used to recognize unusual 

text patterns specifically and exactly match the text that will be search for. However, if we are 

searching text patterns that have certain characters, for example we search the text patterns that 

contain characters that are not letters, of course we have to using the bps function  combination 

with the symbol == (equal to double) cannot handle it, for that purpose the R language provides 

a function that named grepl, the grepl function has regular expression constructs which are useful 

for filtering data based on various text patterns according to the wishes of a scientists 

3. Diagnosing Data and Discussion Implemented Data Claensing 

Figure 1. the sample of dataset that will be data cleansing process. 

 

 

Figure 1. sample Dataset 
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If we look dataset like figure 1we can analyze and get the following information: 

 
a. Observe “Cust.Id” column is The field that holds code from customer and has typical a 

unique column and becomes the primary key of customer dataset; 

b. Observe “Full.Name” column is the field that data store name of customer and this field is 

not unique; 

c. Observe “Address” column is the field that data store  Addres  of customer and not unique; 

d. Observe “Birth.date” column is the field that data store Birth date of customer and not 

unique; 

e. Observe “Active” column is field that data store state of active or deactive a customer; 

f. Observe “Postal.code” is field that data store postal code of home customer; 

g. Observe “Phone.number” column is that data store about information phone number of 

customer that can calling; 

Observe “Total.in.year” column  is that data store about information sum of purchase in 

periode a year. 

3.1 Diagnosing and analysis on dataset fields 

After we know all fields with basic characteristics on dataset which is  data stored, so the next 

step is we carry out a more in-depth analysis of the fields. 

 

a. Diagnosing and analysis on Cust.Id column 

Field Cust.Id is very important field of the dataset that we have because Cust.id is a field as the 

primary key where this field have a very regular pattern, from the dataset shown in Figure 4.1 we 

can find regular patterns of this column are as follows : 

a. possessed text prefix that definite valueable “C-“ 

b. possessed suffix that with five digit number format. 

From the two patterns that we found, it can be concluded that the total length of the column is 8 

characters / digits 

However, if we look closely at certain lines there are patterns that do not match, where the 

number of digits behind "C-" there are 2 or 4 and also a prefix that is not "C-" as shown in Figure 2. 

By finding that case in data, so the contents of the Cust.Id field have different length and pattern 

inconsistencies. 
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Figure 2. Field Cust.Id Analysis 

b. Diagnosing and analysis on Full.Name column 

Observe to the field Full.Name in Figure 1, where this field is the second field in the customer’s 

dataset with some of the contents displaying as shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. Analysis Full.Name column 

Observe the results of the analysis in the field Full.Name, it can be seen that there is a writing 

nickname for "Mrs. Agnes Rita", "Mr. Sanjaya Priyantoro", and Bpk. Rahmat Chandra ”, this case 

may not be a problem for some organizations, but it will be problematic if there is an organization 

that requires standardization of names, so the name of this nickname must be removed. 

c. Diagnosing and analysis on Birth.date Column 

Observe again at Figure 1 with the “Birth.date” field, this field is another important column 

which is usually paired with a name, for the purpose of identifying individuals. A Part of the display 

of the “Birth.data” field  it is can be seen in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Analysis “Birth.date” Field 

From this data, we can find problems in the “Birth.date” column, the case is there are several 

different calendar patterns, as seen in Figure 4 there is a separation using a minus sign (-), a slash (/) 

and writing the month's name which is not a number. Writing like this certainly needs to be 

standardized and improved so that it can be further processed for analysis. 

In addition, it is possible to find the year of birth of a customer whose contents are valid, but 

from a business point of view, the year of birth of the customer may not be logical, for example, 

there is data whose birth year was in 1879 and we need to fix it. 

 

d. Diagnosing on duplicate data  

In addition to non-standard data contents such as what happened in the field “Cust.id”, 

“Full.name” and “birth.date”, it is possible to find that this customer dataset also has duplicates for 

the same customer if found from field “Full.name” and “address”, and “birth. Date” of the two rows 

of data but that are have content different “Cust.Id”. 

This case  will have a large consequence or impact on the business. If each customer already has 

a transaction, the customer codes will all be different. And at the time of data analysis, all the 

transaction data will be separated by three and the total value is never obtained. 

4. Using Analysis Tool In R languaged 

The data cleansing steps that have been done, such as in points “a” to point d, are manual data 

profiling activities because we are looking for data abnormalities in plain view and this will be time 

consuming and tiring for a data scientist. Imagine if the existing dataset has dozens of field or 

columns that must be analyzed, therefore to produce maximum, effective and efficient data 

cleansing, we need to use all the data cleansing tools that the R language has. The basic tools that 

are often used on R language are: 

 
a. Str() and summary() functions 

To read and review customer datasets in figure 1, we can use the “str()” or “summary()” 

function, these two functions have the same use, namely to view the structure of the file contents or 

customer datasets, the difference is that the “str()” function will present information each column of 
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the dataset  in the format one line at a time, whereas the “summary()” function will provide a brief 

summary and analyzing of the data. Figure 5 shows the difference in the execution results of the 

“str()” and “summary()” functions. 

 

 

Figure 5. diference result of execution str() dan summary() 

 

The Result of execution from “str()” function provides information that the dataset being read is 

a data frame form  that contains 155 objects (data rows) and has 8 variables (columns). 

Whereas for the results of the summary() function, it provides more detailed information from 

the read data set, namely: 

 

a. to columns that containing data by numeric type, the summary will provide the information 

about minimum, maximum, median, mean, and others 

b. to a column that containing data by character type, the summary() function will display the 

data type and length. 

c. To a column that containing data that factor type, the summary() will give information 

about factor’s values and count  of occurrences of frequency. 

 
b. Change data type on “Active” column by  factor data type 

In the output results of execution using the “summary()”function, there is not much information 

about the condition of the real existing data, it appears that the “summary()” function only displays 

character and length information, whereas the information stored in the "Active" column does not 

provide more meaningful information than it should be. 

To get better information from the "Active" column in the data set, we must change the data type 

of the column to the "factor" data type. Figure 6, is an implementation of how to change a column 

to the "factor" type . 
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Figure 6. Result of cheng to factor type 

There is a difference in the results when the data type "Active" column is changed to "factor", 

this can be seen from the results of the execution that the active column provides information that 

there are data with a minus sign (-) that sum of totaling 1,there is 23 row contain 0(zero), there is  

98 row data contain 1, containing 13 row data with false, letter I has 1, letter O has 2 and True is 17. 

By combining the “summary()” function and changing the data type from the dataset tobe 

"factor", so it will produce more meaningful information for a data scientist. For this purpose, we 

have to change the other columns to the data type "factor". 

Figure 7, is the result of execution for all columns in the dataset (Figure 1) which has been 

converted into a data type "factor" 

 

 
Figure 7. Result of execution changed data type 
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c. Utilizing library (bpa) 

Exceuting profiling using the “summary()” function by combining changes in data types into 

"factors" is indeed quite useful for analyzing and identifying data type of factor and numeric in 

datasets. However, if we are going to identify a data type with a character type or text pattern, then 

the “summary()” function that combined with the conversion to the factor cannot do it, to overcome 

this we can use basic_pattern_analysis (bpa) function. 

Figure 8 is the result of the implementation of the library (bpa) function which will be used for 

profiling the "Cust.Id" column. 

 

 

Figure 8. library bpa function impelementing 

The results of using the “basic_pattern_analysis()” function which is applied to analyze the 

Cust.id column provide information that in the column found data of type a-99 are 1, A-9999 is 1, 

A-99999 is 152 data, and A99999 has 1 data. Thus we can conclude that the Cust.id column has 

data that does not have the same or consistent pattern, data that is inconsistent. The data found to be 

anomalous must be given filtering action. 

d. Filtering on Data Anomaly pattern 
 

In the profiling process that has been done using basic_pattern_analisys in the Cust.Id column, 

we find anomaly data, namely "a-99", "A-9999" and "A99999", with this anomaly, the next data 

cleansing step is how we do filtering. on the anomaly data by taking a data set with an anomaly 

pattern as data to be corrected. 

There are 2 processes that can be carry out for filtering the anomaly data, the first is by using the 

double equal sign (==). Figure 9 is the result of filtering anomaly data patterns: 
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Figure 9 Result of execution filtering function 

By executing the command basic_pattern_analysis (data.pelanggan$Cust.Id) == "A-9999", it 

will produce information on the location of the data that has anomalies with the pattern "A-9999" 

which is on row 8 (eight), it can be seen from the results with the appearance of "True". Likewise 

with basic_pattern_analysis (data.Customer$Cust.Id) == "a-99", it will find anomaly data pattern on 

row 11 (eleven) and finally command basic_pattern_analysis (data.customer$Cust.Id) == "A99999" 

will find the anomaly data pattern at the position of row 12 (twelfth). 

 

e. Utilizing grepl function 

Filtering technique using the “==” (equal to double) operator can only be used to search or find 

data that has a specific text pattern. However, when we are looking for data that has certain 

characters, for example, we will do profiling on the “Full.name” column and we will look for data 

with text that contains non-letter characters, if we do this using the operator "==" then there will be 

a lot of it. patterns that can occur and this of course is not efficient, because the shape of the filter is 

a long list of text and not necessarily correct. For this purpose, the R language provides a function 

that can handle filtering based on regular expression (regex) patterns, where this “regex” will be 

used to detect various text patterns. The “regex” will function when combined with the “grepl” 

function. Figure 10 is an use of the “regex” function combined with the grepl function to find 

complex or nonspecific text data patterns. 
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Figure 10. result of using combination function grepl with regex 

By giving the command "data.pelanggan[grepl(pattern =" [^ Aaw.,] ", X = 

basic_pattern_analysis (data.pelanggan$Full.Name)),]", we will get information that column 

“Full.name” has data which is unusual. There are 7 unusual data, namely on the rows : 

7,46,50,58,71,80 and 103. 

For columns in the customer dataset, profiling must be done with the grepl function combined 

with the regex function in order to perform data cleansing quickly and precisely for further 

improvement. 

5. Conclusion 

The results of this research can be used as a reference for those who will career into a data 

scientist, where the basic skills that must be possessed are started from understanding the basic 

functions which are very intensively used in doing data cleansing or data profiling processes. The 

following are guidelines that must be done in carrying out the data profiling process which is the 

first stage in data cleansing activities. In the data profiling process we carry out very important 

activities, namely: 

a. Identifying data patterns contained in dataset columns or data science; 

b. Analyze the feasibility of data by comparison of expectations or reasonable scientific 

measures, to find data that needs to be corrected or changed 

Both that processes can be done using the functions and operators in R languaged has, namely : 

a. summary(); 

b. basic_pattern_analysis(); 

c. operator == (double equal) and  

d. grepl for retrieve data. 
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By having these profiling skills, we can recognize and see outliers that are easily found and 

corrected as needed. In other words, without the ability to identify data columns and retrieve this 

data, of course the data cleansing process or data correction cannot be done. 
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